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In intonation research, prominence-lending pitch movements have either been described on a linear or on a logarithmic frequency scale. An experiment has been carried out to check whether pitch movements in speech intonation are perceived on one of these two scales or on a psychoacoustic scale representing the frequency selectivity of the auditory system. This last scale is intermediary between the other two scales. Subjects matched the excursion size of prominence-lending pitch movements in utterances resynthesized in different pitch registers. Their task was to adjust the excursion size in a comparison stimulus in such a way that it lent equal prominence to the corresponding syllable in a fixed test stimulus. The comparison stimulus and the test stimulus had pitches running parallel on either the logarithmic frequency scale, the psychoacoustic scale, or the linear frequency scale. In one-half of the experimental sessions, the test stimulus was presented in the low register, while the comparison stimulus was presented in the high register, and, conversely, for the other half of the sessions. The result is that, in all cases, stimuli are matched in such a way that the average excursion sizes in different registers are equal on the psychoacoustic scale.

PACS numbers: 43.71.Bp, 43.66.Hg, 43.71.Cq

INTRODUCTION

In physics, frequency is generally expressed in terms of the unit hertz (Hz). In various branches of hearing research, other units are used. In music perception, the relative distance between two tones is expressed in a musical interval such as the semitone and the octave. In this musical scale, equal distances represent equal frequency proportions, which amounts to using a logarithmic frequency scale. In psychoacoustics, the Mel scale has been used, based on a subjective measure of pitch "magnitude" (Stevens et al., 1937; Stevens and Volkman, 1940). More often, a related frequency scale is used, the Bark scale. This is approximately linear for frequencies below 500 Hz and approximates a logarithmic frequency scale for higher frequencies. The Bark scale is derived from measurements of the frequency selectivity of the human auditory system, as measured by the so-called critical bandwidth (Fletcher, 1953; Greenwood, 1961, 1990). This has been verified anatomically for cat by Wilson and Evans (1977) and by Liberman (1982), who also supplied formulas relating frequency to place on the basilar membrane. In this study, the formulas from Greenwood (1961, 1990) for man were used:

\[ E = 16.7 \log_{10}(1 + f/165.4), \]
\[ f = 165.4(10^{0.06E} - 1), \]

where \( f \) is frequency in Hz, and \( E \) is the ERB-rate in ERB. These expressions give about the same values as the ERB-rate scale published by Moore and Glasberg (1983) (Moore and Glasberg, 1986, p. 254). Therefore, the psychoacoustic scale as used in this study will also be indicated with ERB-rate scale.

In intonation research, pitch of speech has either been expressed in Hz (e.g., Cooper and Sorensen, 1981) or in semitones (e.g., 't Hart et al., 1990). In an experiment set up to find out whether prominence-lending pitch movements should be expressed in Hz or in semitones, Rietveld and Gussenhoven (1985) concluded that prominence judgments of their subjects were in better agreement with an Hz scale than with a scale of semitones. This result was based on comparisons of the prominence of syllables with pitch movements in different frequency regions. As their stimulus set comprised only sentences recorded from a female speaker, which were resynthesized in an equal or in a lower pitch register, they concluded that it would be premature to conclude that prominence-lending pitch movements should be expressed in Hz. According to Graddol (1986, p. 228), the pitch range used by most women seems to be rather less than that used by most men, when expressed in semitones, but larger, when expressed in a linear scale. Choosing between...
the two, he concludes that, "whenever intervals in pitch must be compared at different frequencies, a log scale is to be preferred." Only Traunmüller et al. (1989) have so far considered the possibility that pitch movements in speech intonation may best be expressed in a scale derived from the frequency selectivity of the auditory system. Following Graddol (1986), they showed preference for the logarithmic frequency scale, however.

This problem has consequences for various applications. If in synthetic speech, e.g., one wants to give the same prominence to accented syllables in male as in female speech, the excursion of the pitch movements must be the same on the frequency scale in which the prominence of pitch movements is perceived. As female and male voices differ by almost 1 oct, the difference between these approaches can cause considerable discrepancies. For example, an excursion of 120 to 180 Hz in a male voice would correspond to an excursion of 240 to 300 Hz in a female voice if a linear scale were used, whereas an excursion of 240 to 360 Hz would provide equal prominence if a logarithmic scale were used. On an ERB-rate scale, equal prominence would require an excursion of 240 to 325 Hz.

In order to decide on which scale the excursions of pitch movements are perceived, subjects adjusted the variable excursion size of a pitch movement in a comparison stimulus to the fixed excursion size of a pitch movement in a test stimulus resynthesized in a different frequency register. This was done both in sessions in which the test stimulus was in a low register, where the comparison stimulus was in a high register, and for sessions in which the test stimulus was in a high register, while the comparison stimulus was in a low register. Furthermore, this was done for six different excursion sizes, and for three different prominence-lending pitch movements, a rise, a rise-fall, and a fall.

I. EXPERIMENT

A. Materials

The stimuli consisted of modified versions of one utterance, /mamíma/, spoken by a male speaker. Its duration was 0.77 s. The second syllable carried an accent. Pitch modifications were applied with the pitch-synchronous overlap and add (PSOLA) technique (Hamon et al., 1989), resulting in very natural sounding speech stimuli. Duration and amplitude relations were kept constant.

These stimuli were resynthesized with one of three prominence-lending pitch movements, a rise, a rise-fall, and a fall, superimposed on declination lines as displayed in Fig. 1. These pitch contours consisted of lines that were straight on either a linear frequency scale, an ERB-rate scale, or a logarithmic frequency scale, resulting in three different versions, which will be referred to as LIN, ERB, and LOG, respectively. All versions had a declination end point of either 75 or 180 Hz, defining the low versions and the high versions. The high versions sounded like a male falsetto voice.

All sessions consisted of adjustment runs in which two stimuli, a low and a high version, were repeatedly presented to the subject with an interstimulus interval of 1 s. The stimulus presented first will be referred to as the test stimulus.

This was fixed within one run. The second stimulus, referred to as the comparison stimulus, was presented in another register and had a variable excursion size. In the first trial of a run, the excursion size in the comparison stimulus was zero. Subjects were asked first to increase the excursion size in the comparison stimulus to such an extent that the prominence of its accented syllable clearly exceeded the prominence of the accented syllable in the test stimulus. In the next trials, the subjects were asked to decrease and increase the excursion size in the comparison stimulus until it was judged to give the same prominence as the pitch excursion in the test stimulus. When the subject had done this, the next run started. In each session, there were six runs for six different excursion sizes in the test stimulus. The six different excursion sizes in the test stimulus were presented in random order with a different order in each session.

As mentioned, the two stimuli matched in prominence were presented in different registers. In one set of sessions, the test stimuli were presented in the high register, while the comparison stimuli were presented in the low register (see Fig. 2). These will be referred to as upward sessions. In another set of sessions, the test stimuli were low in register, and the comparison stimuli high. These will be referred to as downward sessions (see Fig. 3). These upward and downward sessions took place for all three pitch movements and for each of the three different frequency scales, giving eighteen different sessions.

In each session, the comparison stimuli formed a set of ten stimuli with increasing excursion size. They were constructed in such a way that, within one register, they were almost identical in all three frequency scales [compare Fig. 2(b), (d), and (f), and Fig. 3(b), (d) and (f)]. Exact equality was impossible as the lines that made up the pitch con-
The range of the comparison stimuli is shown by the arrow in (b), (d), and (f). The continuous lines show the prominence-lending pitch movements, which, in the frequency scale mentioned at the right, run parallel to the displayed test stimuli. Notice that the comparison stimuli in the three frequency scales are very much the same, whereas the test stimuli are different in both the start frequency of the declination and in the size of the excursions. In anticipation of the result, all stimuli are presented with a ERB-rate scale as ordinate.

Tour were required to be straight in one of the three frequency scales. A transformation of one scale to another being nonlinear, the pitch contours could only be straight in one frequency scale. The differences were very small, however. The low versions of these comparison stimuli had a common end point of their low declination line of 75 Hz and a start point of 93 Hz. This amounts to a declination of 4.85 semitones per second (st/s). This is derived from the rule for a declination of $11/(t + 1.5)$ st/s, t being the duration of the utterance in this case 0.77 s. (This rule for the declination line is used in the Institute-for-Perception-Research telephone-speech-synthesis system. It dates from times when intonation was described in semitones at IPO.) For the high versions, the common end point was 180 Hz, and the start point was 223.3 Hz. The pitch movements were superimposed on these declination lines. The smallest excursion size was zero, and, for the low versions, the highest was 12.17 semitones for the LOG versions, 2.00 ERB for the ERB versions, and 76.5 Hz for the LIN versions. For the high versions, the largest excursion was 8.25 semitones for the LOG versions, 2.00 ERB for the ERB versions, and 109.9 Hz for the LIN versions. The intermediate excursion sizes were such that they were equidistant in the corresponding frequency scale. As mentioned, the result was such that the comparison stimuli in all three frequency scales were very much the same. The six test stimuli were then produced by an upward (for the downward sessions) or downward (for the upward sessions) pitch shift of the six middle versions of these comparison stimuli in such a way that the end points of the low declination line conurred with the fixed end point of the low declination line in the other register. For the downward sessions with the rise-fall, the test stimulus with the smallest and the largest excursions are presented in Fig. 2(a) for the LOG versions, in Fig. 2(c) for the ERB versions, and in Fig. 2(e) for the LIN versions. Their corresponding comparison stimuli, i.e., those comparison stimuli that run parallel to them in the corresponding frequency scale, are presented in Fig. 2(b), (d), and (f). Similarly, Fig. 3 shows the test and corresponding comparison stimuli for the upward sessions. Observe that, for each test stimulus, there was a comparison stimulus with a pitch contour running exactly parallel in the corresponding frequency scale. The shift in the three frequency scales resulted in test stimuli that differed much more from each other than the comparison stimuli, as can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3. An upward shift in semitones resulted in a steeper declination and larger pitch excursions than a shift in Hz. The shift in the ERB-rate scale was somewhere in between. The converse of this was true for the downward shifts.

In anticipation of the results, the pitch contours shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are presented on an ERB-rate scale. For clarity, if subjects perceived prominence of pitch movements on a logarithmic frequency scale, they would match the upper stimulus in Fig. 2(a) to the upper stimulus in Fig. 2(b), and the upper stimulus in Fig. 3(a) to the upper stimulus in Fig. 3(b). However, if they perceived prominence on an ERB-rate scale, they would match these test stimulus to a higher comparison stimulus in the downward sessions, and to a lower comparison stimulus in the upward sessions, as can be discerned from Figs. 2 and 3.

There were nine subjects, all of whom were students or staff members of this institute involved in speech and hearing research. Some were specialists in intonation research, while others were not. Some were musically trained, and one had absolute pitch. None reported hearing defects. Each subject completed all the sessions.

B. Results

There appeared to be no significant difference between the results for the rise, the rise-fall, and the fall. Therefore, the results of these three conditions are collapsed. The average results across all subjects are presented in Fig. 4. The coordinates represent the frequency scale in which the low
The average results across all nine subjects who participated in the experiments. The coordinates represent the frequency scale in which the pitches of the low and the high stimulus ran parallel. Thus (a) and (b) shows the results of the sessions with the LOG versions, (c) and (d), those for the ERB versions, and (e) and (f) for the LIN versions. The results for the downward sessions are presented in (a), (c), and (e), while (b), (d), and (f) present the results of the upward sessions. The abscissa of the diamond shows the end point of the lower declination line of the test stimulus, while the ordinate of the diamond shows the end point of the lower declination line of the comparison stimulus. The six different excursions of the test stimuli are presented as the interval between the abscissa of the data points and the abscissa of the diamond. The averages of the matchings by all subjects are presented as the intervals between the ordinate of the data points and the ordinate of the diamond. The vertical bars represent the standard deviation of the results. The straight line with a slope of 45 deg represents the expected outcome if the subject had matched prominence in the frequency scale in which the results are plotted.

Not every subject performed the experiment equally consistently. Some complained about the difficulty of the task. Such subjects produced matchings that tended more to the average of the comparison stimuli, producing a higher variance in the results. These subjects could be selected by comparing their responses in the upward and the downward sessions. If a test stimulus in the low register is matched to a comparison stimulus with some specific excursion size in the high register, a test stimulus presented in the low register, it is matched to a comparison stimulus, which, in semitones, has a lower excursion size [Fig. 4(a)]. On the other hand, when the test stimulus is presented in the low register, it is matched to a comparison stimulus which, in semitones, has a higher excursion size [Fig. 4(b)]. For the ERB versions, the test stimuli are matched to a comparison stimulus that has about an equal excursion size in the other register, in this frequency scale. There is a tendency to deviate from the ERB-rate scale for the lowest and the highest excursions of the test stimuli, but it will be shown that this could be attributed to a tendency to match the excursion size of the comparison stimulus to the average of all excursion sizes. For the sessions with the LOG versions, a test stimulus presented in a high register is matched to a comparison stimulus, which, in Hz, has a lower excursion size. When the test stimulus is presented in the low register, there is a tendency to match it to a comparison stimulus which, in Hz, has a higher excursion size.

C. Some comments

and the high stimulus ran parallel. The abscissa of the diamond shows the end point of the lower declination line of the test stimulus (180 Hz for the downward sessions, and 75 Hz for the upward sessions), while the ordinate of the diamond shows the end point of the lower declination line of the comparison stimulus (75 Hz for the downward sessions, and 180 Hz for the upward sessions). The data points represent the averages across all subjects. The abscissa of a data point represents the end point of the upper declination line of the test stimulus, while its ordinate represents the average end point of the upper declination line of the comparison stimulus. This means that the interval between a coordinate of a data point and the corresponding coordinate of the diamond gives the excursion size of the stimulus. The vertical bars represent the standard deviation of the results. The straight line with a slope of 45 deg represents the expected outcome if the subject had matched prominence in the frequency scale in which the results are plotted. In Fig. 4(a) and (b), the results are presented for the LOG versions, in 4(a) for the downward adjustments, and in 4(b) for the upward adjustments. In Fig. 4(c) and (d), the results for the ERB versions are presented, and in Fig. 4(e) and (f), the results for the LIN versions. The results show that for the sessions with the LOG versions, a test stimulus presented in a high register is matched to a comparison stimulus, which, in semitones, has a higher excursion size [Fig. 4(a)]. On the other hand, when the test stimulus is presented in the low register, it is matched to a comparison stimulus which, in semitones, has a lower excursion size [Fig. 4(b)]. For the ERB versions, the test stimuli are matched to a comparison stimulus that has about an equal excursion size in the other register, in this frequency scale. There is a tendency to deviate from the ERB-rate scale for the lowest and the highest excursions of the test stimuli, but it will be shown that this could be attributed to a tendency to match the excursion size of the comparison stimulus to the average of all excursion sizes. For the sessions with the LOG versions, a test stimulus presented in a high register is matched to a comparison stimulus, which, in Hz, has a lower excursion size. When the test stimulus is presented in the low register, there is a tendency to match it to a comparison stimulus which, in Hz, has a higher excursion size.
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FIG. 5. Average results of the matchings by five subjects showing consistency in their responses; otherwise, as Fig. 4.

ONE "MUSICALLY" LISTENING SUBJECT
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FIG. 6. Results of six sessions with a fall as pitch movement, in which the subject matched the stimuli on a musical scale, and ignored the prominence of the syllables; otherwise, as Fig. 4.

The experiment included three different prominence-lending pitch movements. For all cases, the same conclusion could be drawn. These three pitch movements lasted a relatively short time and extended over not much more than one syllable. The experiment did not include slower pitch movements that extend over various syllables, as occur in Dutch. Declination was also included, but not varied as an independent variable. So, theoretically, it remains possible that declination and slow pitch movements are perceived on another scale. Nothing was observed that supported this idea, however. Therefore, it is concluded that the number of critical bands crossed by a pitch movement, or the velocity with which critical bands are crossed, determines the extent to which a pitch movement contributes to the prominence of a syllable.

There are some data in the psychophysical literature which corroborate these results, when speech is considered as a frequency-modulated (FM) sound signal. Based on Fechner’s hypothesis that magnitude perception can be obtained by integration of just-noticeable-differences (jnd’s), see [1977] and [1980], Zwislocki (1965, p. 49) derived a nearly exact Mel scale from jnd measurements for FM sine waves. On the other hand, Moore and Glasberg (1989) found that jnd’s still differed by a factor of 2, when expressed as fractions of ERBs.
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They compared these jnd's for FM within one tone with jnd's for frequency discrimination of two successive tones of constant frequency, and concluded that different mechanisms may account for the difference between these jnd's. This may also hint at different mechanisms underlying the perception of pitch in intonation and the perception of musical melodies, which, there is no doubt, are perceived as identical when they have pitches that run parallel on a logarithmic frequency scale. Klatt (1973) has measured jnd's for pitch discrimination and 't Hart (1981) for pitch distance discrimination in sounds which "included the dynamic qualities characteristic of speech" (Klatt, 1973, p. 8). Their data are not accurate enough, however, to draw any conclusions concerning the scale on which these jnd's are constant.

Also in vowel perception, there are some discussions on whether formant frequency is perceived on a logarithmic or a scale derived from the frequency selectivity of the auditory system (e.g., Nearey, 1989; Miller, 1989). No conclusive experiments have been reported, however. This is probably partly due to the fact that no operational experimental paradigm is known in which equality in different frequency regions can be established.

From the result obtained in this study, some conclusions can be drawn on the way in which pitch is coded in the central nervous system. In speech intonation, the prominence that a pitch movement lends to a syllable appears to be well defined perceptually, so that excursion sizes in different frequency regions can be compared. This was used to determine on which frequency scale pitch movements in speech intonation are judged equal. A frequency scale derived from the frequency selectivity of the auditory system fitted the results best. Since, in speech, most harmonics have frequencies higher than 500 Hz, and also the ERB-scale is nearly logarithmic above 500 Hz, prominence of pitch movements would be perceived on an approximately logarithmic frequency scale, if perceived prominence were based on a combination of the excursions of the harmonics. Since this appears not to be the case, it must be concluded that perceived prominence is based on the course of pitch itself and not of its harmonics. This means that there is a pitch-coding array in the human speech processor. It has now been shown that this array has the same linear organization as the array of filters in the peripheral auditory system.
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